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Mass culture theories vary in their perspective and object choice; each has its own history
and trajectory. Within this field I limit my scope to mass culture theorists engaging with the
relationship between structures and subjects. Most theorists acknowledge both as pertinent but
thoroughly examine only half of the dichotomy. Cultural theorists define subjects’ existence and
their agency within capitalist produced structures in wildly different fashions depending on
which half is studied. Within this discussion, I explore how theories regarding mass culture’s
production and consumption have informed (and have themselves been informed by) discussions
of the production and consumption of urban spaces. In this way, this field recognizes that the
discussion of urban space has always played a significant and central role in larger discussions of
mass culture, and has recently gained renewed attention within critical and cultural theory. The
first half of the field thus focuses on the major arguments within the structure/subject dialogue in
mass culture theories. The second half then narrows in on the influences, trajectory, and impact
of geographers within cultural studies, particularly around questions of the production,
appropriation, negotiation, and transformation of not only cultural commodities, but also urban
spaces and places.
I begin with Karl Marx’s account of industrial capitalism’s rise and the subsequent
alienating of subjects from themselves, their labor, and their culture. I move to Theodor Adorno,
Herbert Marcuse, Siegfried Kracauer, and Walter Benjamin of the Frankfurt School and their
diverse accounts of the way institutions influence population in order to create the (passive?)
masses and situate the public for the exploitation of their labor. Jürgen Habermas breaks away
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from this trajectory by showing how reason could but fails to combat the irrationality of the
system described by the Frankfurt School. As a backlash against studying structures, the
Birmingham School, including Stuart Hall, Dick Hebdige, and David Morley, discuss mass
culture as a site of ideological struggle between producers and consumers. Their models consider
the consumer as active. Their influence within the field sparked others, most notably John Fiske
and Ien Ang, into theorizing and investigating the audience and how they negotiate meaning.
From here I examine political economists, such as Mark Andrejevic and Sut Jhally, who discuss
how the industry transfers audiences into a source of labor. Other political economists, such as
Robert McChesney, Vincent Mosco, and Herbert Schiller argue that economic strategies of
monopolization, global saturation, and exportation of products and structures of thinking
adversely affect political thought and cultural production.
The theories referenced above can easily be, and often have been, applied to the study of
urban space. Capitalists produce both mass culture and urban space to suit its purposes, leaving
subjects to navigate, acculturate, or appropriate within the systems provided. Marx, Benjamin,
and Kracauer were early commentators on capitalism’s impact on space, either altering it to
enhance productivity and reduce turnover times, or for the promotion and celebration of
consumption. David Harvey draws upon Marxism and critical theory to examine the historical
geography of capitalism and the inequalities, which result in the production of space suited to the
needs of capital. His work began a long trajectory of other theorists, such as Neil Smith, Sharon
Zukin, and Don Mitchell, each of whom examine the production of space and its impact on
subjects on a global, national, and local scale. The work of these geographers contributes to
questions raised by political economists. Differing in focus, cultural geographers such as Doreen
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Massey and Peter Jackson draw on the work of Michel DeCerteau, the Birmingham School, and
feminists to examine how subjects navigate and alter spaces that seek to exclude them.

Karl Marx
I begin with Karl Marx not only because he has been the most influential theorist within
the study of mass culture, but also because he provides insight into the dramatic impact
capitalism has on structures and subjects. He establishes culture as a struggle between classes;
capitalists currently dominate the proletariat. The idea of culture as a struggle never leaves the
study of mass culture; the amount power thought to be possessed by the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie however alters. Marx’s first-hand account of the shift toward industrial capitalism
shows the capitalist economic structure as weakening traditional (proletariat) culture and
subjectivities through false consciousness via social structures and the unifying and pervasive
mass culture. His political economic examination and documentation of industrial capitalism and
its affects on subjects provided the groundwork for critical studies of mass culture and its
subjects and still provokes academics today to debate the detrimental affects of capitalism.
Marx argues that humanity’s relationship to labor is its species-being; subjects’ relation
to labor thus shapes culture. Capitalism, a bifurcated system of wage-laborers and owners of
capital, alters this relationship through the imposition of private property, wage labor, and the
commodity form. Laborers enter the capitalist mode of production, selling their labor for wages.
Their labor joins other commodities in the market, where they relationally define each other’s
monetary-defined exchange value, instead of being defined by their use value or utility. Through
continual selling, labor becomes externalized and alienated from the individual and exploited by
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capitalists; laborers become separated from their species-being and become objectified, valued
for their reproducible commodified labor. 1 Concurrently, the commodity form, through
exchange value, hides the labor that created it, becomes personified, and satisfies newly
manufactured wants and desires.2 Further division of labor creates more severely alienated
subjects and distributes the proletariat geographically;3 this suppresses collectivity and provides
capitalists access to more consumers and laborers.4 The double process of expanding production
and consumption within and without the current market destroys older ways of being and
replaces them with capitalist ways of living; a process called “subsumption.”5
In Theses on Feuerbach, Marx writes that to understand society, the individual must be
understood. Subjects’ conscious actions form social structures and states. However, because
capitalists own subjects’ species-being, the proletariat has a capitalist and false consciousness. In
other words, alienation caused by wage labor and division of labor separates subjects from
themselves. Because subjectivity is “nothing else than the material world reflected by the human
mind, and translated into form of thought,” the subject adopts a false bourgeoisie consciousness
through living in a capitalist society Thus the ruling class, through creating material conditions,
alters society’s subjectivity and therefore the dominant ideas of the epoch.6 In this theorization,
Marx gestures that individuals must be studied, but quickly states that subjects are determined
because the means of production are not theirs’. 7 He writes, “The mode of production…is a
definitive from of activity for these individuals, a definitive form of expressing their life, a
definitive mode of life on their part…. What they are, therefore, coincides with what they
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produce and with how they produce.”8 Capitalist defined subjects continually create social
structures and the State through their everyday existence.9 His focus solely on structures and not
the actions and consciousness of the proletariat then seems justified. Social existence can be
known by examining the system that places a false consciousness on subjects. Marx’s theory
makes movements towards the role of other institutions and from within society, but never
moves beyond the over-determining power of production.10
Mass culture is a product of capitalism; Marx’s explanation of capitalism’s impact on
subjects’ world provides a base to critique mass culture as aiding in the production of false
consciousness and replicating the ruling class’s ideas as the ideas. The capitalist mode of
production creates contradictions and crises produced by a harmful and over-producing system;
mass culture forms suture the contradictions and distract the proletariat from their domination.
Marx writes that the fragility and instability of capitalisms will eventually cause its own violent
destruction, however he aims to speed the process.11 For this to happen, the proletariat must
unify and overthrow capitalist modes of production. Communists and academics can work for
the proletariat by revealing the contradictions in capitalism and commonalities that proletariats
have.12 Theorists of mass culture see mass culture as an avenue to revealing capitalism’s
damaging, suturing, and distracting work. Exposing mass culture’s role in the domination of the
proletariat could serve as a catalyst to the revolution that destroys all capitalist ways and allows
the natural production-for-self to occur.13
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The Frankfurt School
The Frankfurt School developed around the idea of “formulating the negative in the
epoch of transition (the end of Germany’s Weimer Republic and the rise of National
Socialism).”14 To fight against National Socialism impeding victory, they looked to Marx to
insight revolt through creating a dialectical relationship between praxis and theory; the
unification of the two would create a revolutionary force that worked against capitalism’s
weaknesses.15 This process was undergone not by creating a totalizing theory of culture, but
through writing a series of critiques of other writers, the philosophical tradition of reason, and
culture. They broke away from traditional Marxism, which was more concerned with party
politics than a sustained critique of capitalism. They revised and adjusted Marx’s theory for the
current economic situation of growing monopolies, rising mass culture, and state intervention to
secure capitalism.16 They continued Marx’s critique of capitalism’s alienating forms (commodity
production and waged labor) and bourgeois ideology but contemporized his theory by discussing
the cultural industry and modernist aesthetics.
In perhaps their most influential work, Dialectic of the Enlightenment, Theodor Adorno
and Max Horkheimer critique the enlightenment project, which was meant to liberate subjects
from tradition, myth, religion and superstition through a rational and progress-driven exposition
of knowledge. Instead rationality of enlightenment is used as an instrumental tool to
economically and socially dominate subjects more efficiently and comprehensively. It does so by
reducing all subjects to quantifiable terms (and all objects as quantifiably relatable),17 thus
creating an ideology to support the division of labor and the molding of self to the technocratic
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regime. Enlightenment’s gestures towards liberation and human rights sutures and hides the gaps
between the ideals of Enlightenment and its practice. By doing this, the enlightenment sustains
capitalism’s domination and degradation of culture, people, and the planet.18 The production of
subjects and commodities becomes a well-organized process, creating homogeneity and
conformity.19
As part of this system of “total administration,” the culture industry’s owners spread
capitalism’s ideologies because they rely on the power, raw goods, and capital of traditional
industries. They reinforce homogeneity and conformity by further destroying traditional culture
and replacing it with a unified mass culture that creates sources of identification and integration
with the system. All “free time” is now dominated by leisure activities created by industry; the
creation of one’s own culture is removed from the subject’s consciousness.20 No one escapes
mass culture because it is ubiquitous and hails everyone. It becomes the way subjects learn about
their world. Industries divert legitimate personal desires to manufactured desires. The industry
then supplies products said to satisfy these desires. However, these products never actually
satisfy subjects, instead they create a momentary release causing subjects to continually consume
false solutions to heart-felt desires for inclusion, identity, and happiness.21 From here, Adorno
and Horkheimer write that hobbies and leisure activities become appendages of work; they
sustain and distract the exhausted and defeated subject, allowing the system to be replicated
tomorrow. The subject feels satiated by entertainment; it serves to dull his feeling and make him
or her feel rested and refreshed.22
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Mass-produced art lacks art’s original use value; exchange value destroys art’s precapitalist function of creating tension within subjects.23 Art no longer challenges, disturbs, or
ceases real emotion within subjects. Instead it satiates false needs and makes subjects feel safe
within the destructive capitalist system.24 This repression of emotion causes subjects to repress
what is felt, but is not provided by or created by the cultural industries. Subjects who lose the
ability to feel and create on their own also lose the ability to consciously perceive, critically
think, concentrate, and imagine; “if no one can speak, then no one can listen.”25 Reified capitalist
abstractions become affective responses. Because of this process, subjects cannot or refuse to
experience what is not already within the system, thus limiting possibilities. Mass produced art
serves to integrate and indoctrinate subjects.
Although Adorno and Horkheimer’s theory of the subject within capitalism appears to be
overly deterministic, it is not. Instead, their theory provides an examination of capitalism’s
detrimental effects on culture and subjectivity. Adorno through an empirical study dismisses the
deterministic theory as too simplistic. Spectacle are consumed for enjoyment, this is for sure, but
they do so with reluctance; “it is obvious that the integration of consciousness and free time has
not yet succeeded. The real interests of individuals are strong enough to resist, within certain
limits, total inclusion.”26 Subjects, not fully incorporated, can become aware of their subjugated
role through the contradictions existing within the system and work towards freedom.27 Artists
can manifest this in cultural products that work against the system by rejecting style,
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consumption, and form, while highlighting contradictions and injustices.28 The product of this
rejection is a source of contention within the Frankfurt School. Horkheimer and Adorno contend
that capitalist technology, when divorced from capitalist relations will not serve subjects; the
system mutilates subjectivity and cannot be used to any other use. Herbert Marcuse writes that
the irrational system will eventually cease to function. Technology can break from producing
capitalism’s false needs system to create a process that satisfies real needs and reduces the
amount of labor needed.29 Adorno writes that subjects have the potential to see culture’s
contradictions and through this reject the system, while Marcuse simply awaits capitalism to
collapse on itself. Unlike Walter Benjamin and Siegfried Kracauer, neither fully describes
satisfactorily how subjects could free themselves.
Walter Benjamin agrees that industrial capitalism’s technological and geographical
developments alter cultural landscapes to capture subjects, but explicitly shows how this also
provides subjects’ the potential to reveal capitalist constructs. The shift from art being produced
by a person to art being technologically reproduced destroyed art’s aura, the space created by its
eternal, original, place-based, and temporally removed-from-the-everyday characteristics. The
aura separated the artifact from the masses. Its destruction allows consumers a closer relationship
to art, uncritically allowing it to become part of them. The culture industry capitalizes on this by
aesthetizing politics to manipulate subjects and invade their everyday lives (a la national
socialism in Germany). This, however, is not the only possible result. The aura’s demise and
arts’ commodification can expose capitalism’s phantasmagoria by allowing the viewer to stop,
examine, and feel capitalism’s impact on and destruction of culture, as Eugene Atget’s non-
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reverent photographs do.30 Similarly, the flaneur31 has potential to maneuver outside of
capitalism’s intended subject positions. The flaneur’s position differs from that of a gardenvariety window-shopper, because his actions do not reveal capitalism’s influence; rather, his
actions refute capitalism’s attempt to capture his attention; he meanders through the capitalsaturated streets, lost in thought. Cultural producers saturate space with advertisements and
construct routes of consumption to deter the flaneur’s unproductive loitering and wandering
within the capitalist system.32 Eventually, argues Benjamin, capitalists captured the flaneur by
diverting foot traffic into the arcades, which celebrated commodities and disguised fetishization
as entertainment. In the walkways, the flaneur became fascinated by the phantasmagoric,
becoming a connoisseur and advertiser, making product knowledge desirable and windowshopping a hobby.33 Benjamin shows how the photographer and flaneur both have the potential
to reveal or ignore the phantasmagoric, but also potential to serve capitalists’ needs.34 The
outcome depends on the subject, who will more likely than not be manipulated by the system.
For his part, Siegfried Kracauer positions subjects as under bourgeoisie domination,
which undermines nature and replaces the organic with the calculable subject of the
enlightenment. This subject can and does easily fit into the capitalist production process. The
subject conforms to the system and never sees the system as a whole, only their part in the
30
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production process.35 This fracturing, along with mass culture, overpowers memory and
distracts subjects from reality.36 This fracturing and conforming domination reveals itself in
“surface-level expressions,” which depict how a culture functions, the economic base, cultural
hierarchies, dominant ideals, and subjects as alienated and sacrificing themselves to the larger
mechanized order (the reality).37 Despite cultural domination, Kracauer does not position the
subject as passive, but as a molded and still cognizant. Because surface-level expressions reveal
more than they conceal, mindful consumers can see past the spectacle and into the injustice and
oppression in contemporary life. Yet at the same time, capitalists use sentimentalism and
spectacle to make the bourgeoisie position amiable and desirable, hindering this revelation.38
Kracauer examines a similar potential in his discussion of space. Different spaces
position subjects differently; suburbanites move with purpose due to the distance between
spaces, while city dwellers move more aimlessly. Both face rising standardization in the
experience of time, space, and commodities available, but location alters their experience and
time spent on capitalists’ desired routes.39 The standardization of experience causes alienation
from their particularity. Alienation can cause subjects to seek momentary relief through religion,
group politics, or commodities, which promise the truth, but ultimately distract.40 Subjects can
avoid these momentary satiations by committing to “hesitant openness,” a position of repose and
reflection in a system that creates subjectivities and spectacular spaces that attempt to deter
contemplation.41 Certain spaces and moods facilitate hesitant openness, such as the aimless hotel
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lobby and boredom.42 Kracauer shows how cultural industries heavily position subjects, but also
create potentials to reject that position.
The Frankfurt School provides insight into the role of subjects within capitalist structures.
They neither create a totally determined subject or a wildly free subject, but a subject within an
irrational, powerful, and shifting system that provides potential forms such as photography,
walking, loitering, hotel lobbies, waiting, and boredom, to reject, reveal, reflect on, and perhaps
disrupt capitalists’ intended use of their being. The relative focus on determining structures
versus individual agency among individual theorists depends on their focus. Kracauer, BuckMorrs, and Benjamin focus on sites of consumption more often than Adorno, Horkheimer, and
Marcuse and therefore describe in more detail the potential for subjects to reflect upon, and
shape, their social context.

Jürgen Habermas and the Public Sphere
Unlike other members of the Frankfurt School, Jürgen Habermas highlights a benefit of
bourgeois Enlightenment, by giving an account of the rise and destruction of the “public sphere,”
a space between the state and the private sphere, where private citizens gather together as a
public to rationally discuss politics and economics. Habermas claims, in early bourgeois society,
the private and public self was separated, creating an egalitarian subject position—the “public
self.” This ideological self-splitting was reflected in the organization of domestic and urban
space: houses were reconfigured from open spaces into segregated rooms for public reception
and private living. Outside of the home, public discussion spaces, such as salons and
coffeehouses, were established throughout cities. Additionally, the press, first established to
distribute commercial information (i.e., shipping news, etc.), began to distribute political
42
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information and to fuel discussion of matters of state policy. Habermas saw the public sphere as
a fundamentally egalitarian way for all citizens—however restrictive the definition of citizenship
at the time—to discuss the political and cultural happenings of the time and more importantly
challenge the state’s authority by speaking out against the unjust.43
Over time, however, the press itself became commercialized, allowing privileged subjects
to control content for economic gains, ideological manipulation, and restrict access to the newly
created public sphere. This refeudalization of the independent bourgeoisie public sphere ended
the potential to use rational debate to counter capitalism’s irrationality and state power. Instead,
the public sphere began to support the views of private subjects. Newspapers no longer served as
a space for public debate, but instead were commercial products that positioned the public into
identifying with the concerns of those organized interests who had the means to influence and
control the tools of mass communication, most notably the state and the economic elite. Further,
as the commercialization of leisure replaced the “world of letters” and parlor discussions that had
furnished citizens with the tools to engage effectively in public debates, the passive consumer of
news-as-spectacle replaced the active debater-citizen.44 Ultimately, for Habermas, this model
replicates the feudal “publicity,” where there was no public sphere; the king—represented this
time by organized interests with the means to shape the news media environment—was
publicness and his concerns were the concerns of the people.45
While Habermas raises important theoretical and historical evidence surrounding the rise,
possibility, and the death of the public sphere, his discussion is problematically built around
documenting structures and the experiences of the white, male, wealthy subject. Habermas’s
preference for structures leads to a simplified and unified version of the public sphere and
43
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subjectivity. This skews his view of the ideal and the real: he writes that most subjects were
treated as equals in the public sphere; that the privatization of the structure closes off
participation and ends the potential for subjects to act; and he deemed rational/normative
language as the ideal and most effective mode of communication.
Numerous theorists use Habermas’s seminal work as an entrance point into the public
sphere, but critique Habermas’s understanding of the public sphere’s structure and his reliance
on the bourgeois subject model. Craig Calhoun, Nicholas Garnham, and Michael Schudson
critique Habermas’s dismissal of mass media's many-to-few communication model as
determining and destroying the potential for subjects to act; it may be controlled by few, but it
does disseminate information to many more subjects than before, creating a more informed and
therefore potentially better democracy for the masses.46 Habermas’s adherence to unified public
sphere model and a rational subject is another point of contention. Thomas McCarthy believes
that Habermas’s construction of the “rational subject”—one that suppresses its private being—is
impossible. Subjects cannot suppress at will large part of their subjectivity.47
Another major critique is that Habermas’ rational subject is actually the private
subjectivity of the privileged person. Societal norms construct the ideal citizen, who is the basis
for public speech and universal notions. This means that to enter the bourgeoisie public sphere
and engage in public debate was to take the position of the normative subject.48 Non-normative
subjects able to engage had to alienate themselves from their own experiences, issues, and
concerns and take on the position of the privileged. Marginal concerns never become central or
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mentioned in public debate.49 This critique becomes central to theorists examining agency. How
can the public sphere serve the public when it excludes the majority of the public? Does it not
just reinforce the normative ideal established by the state and elite. By exemplifying “rational”
subjectivity, Habermas inadvertently rejects marginalized people and creates an unequal ideal.
In a similar fashion, many theorists argue that Habermas’s adherence to the importance of
one public sphere over many does not reflect the needs of subjects excluded from the dominant
public sphere. Multiple public spheres allow marginalized subjects a place to organize and
debate issues concerning them.50 After the form a strategy and a message, they enter the
dominant public sphere and contest their exclusion from it. They argue that Habermas’s
exclusive belief in the bourgeoisie structure erases the important ways the proletariat and
women’s public spheres challenged the rational and standardized language and subjects,
discussed above.51
The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies
The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) was an interdisciplinary program
that rejected prescriptive study of culture at the University Birmingham; during its more
influential period, Richard Hoggart and then Stuart Hall directed it. Similar to the Frankfurt
School, they saw culture was an ideological struggle between the owners and proletariat and
believed understanding praxis was integral to the study of culture. Both saw mass culture as a
threat to a cultural tradition52 and as a tool of integration into capitalist culture. The difference
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lies in their object. CCCS examined more closely subjects and the practices of subject (especially
youth), while the Frankfurt School focused on capitalist structures’ impact on subjects and
marginal subjects. This causes the greatest difference between the two. The Frankfurt School
sometimes pessimistic examinations shows how structures and mass culture dominates, while the
CCCS’s examination of how subjects navigate and appropriate cultural domination encourages a
focus on moments of negotiation, resistance, and struggle.
The unifying thread among CCCS scholars was the conceptualization of “culture” as a
lived experience. Antonio Gramsci, Louis Althusser, Raymond Williams, and Pierre Bourdieu
served as major influences in the shift towards lived-experience. The CCCS utilized Althusser’s
theory that ideology manifests itself in subjects’ practices rather than merely existing as a system
of floating ideas. They however disliked Althusser theory of an overly determined subject and
unified ruling class. Instead, CCCS scholars like Williams and Hall used Gramsci’s idea that
alliances, not a unified class, constitute the dominant force. Gramsci’s, and later Williams’,
theory of hegemony provided an account of culture impacted by the economic, but not its direct
reflection. Instead, cultural meanings and systems were constantly fluctuating and being
contested. CCCS scholars theorize and examine subject’s lived experiences to contest
reductionist thinking and the long held belief that subjects constitute a unified “mass.” The
masses are not a unified passive group; each subject’s experiences and identities create selfmeaning. This position dismisses the idea of a universal subject. Instead of relying on a “direct
influence” model, as did media sociologists and the Frankfurt School, CCCS scholars viewed
culture as a dominating structure that was always struggling to control subjects and was always
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being contested by subjects. Groups struggle over whose ideology or system of meaning is to
become hegemonic, the commonsensical worldview.53
Antonio Gramsci theorizes culture as how subjects understand their world and live their
lives. He, like Marx, is invested in praxis. Unlike Marx, he spends a considerable amount of time
detailing the subject and how the subject’s consciousness impacts social and economic
structures. Subjects create their consciousness and culture through experience, common sense,
the organization of life, and more formal knowledge, such as education, morality, and law.
Culture, the way of living, is hegemonic, in that it mostly reflects the ideals of dominant groups.
Yet at the same time, dominant groups can never exert complete control on the ideas circulating
within society. As a result, alternative and oppositional ideas and values always exist and contest
the hegemony of dominant ideologies. The incompleteness occurs partly because the ruling class
is not a united front; leaders within various institutions or factions reinforce the general dominant
ideals, but fluctuate on details and emphasis because they are differently positioned subjects. The
focus on praxis does not negate the power of the economic, which is central to praxis but not
determinant. Those with economic resources fund cultural institutions and people to proselytize
their interests, morality, and thoughts in hopes that this will convert “the masses.” Despite this
happening, Gramsci reminds us that this does not translate into total control over the debate or
the elimination of all alternatives. Indeed, to remain in a position of hegemony (or leadership)
the ruling alliance must continually promote and adjust their ideas, incorporating significant
elements of alternative and oppositional ideologies, while concurrently marginalizing more
radical ideas. Failing to do so could allow alternatives to gain influence and effectively contest
the alliance’s position of leadership and authority within social institutions. Common sense is the
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exemplar to describe how hegemony works. No one forces subjects to believe in common sense.
Though experiences within the system and with other subjects, subjects learn this cultural form,
which more-often-than-not reinforces the dominant ideology. Common sense is not imposed, but
learned and lived. Gramsci describes ideology as the way certain sets of ideas and assumptions
(organizing forces) become dominant material forces in society and become enveloped into
hegemony, which is composed of the fractured ideologies of a class at a particular time along
with residual and emerging alternatives.54
Stuart Hall writes that Gramsci’s main contribution to cultural theory and impact on the
CCCS was developing the role of leadership in maintaining hegemony. The state and economic
leaders maintain the current hegemony through actively creating consensus, which is based upon
the vast premises and assumptions that have accumulated in the culture’s language and logic.
They negotiate struggles through legitimating common sense and assimilating alternatives before
they become too powerful. Mass culture promotes the hegemonic position because it supposes
itself as representing general (commonsensical) interests. Ideology should not be thought of as
imposed, but actively practiced by the people. The economic, political, ideological influences
need to be examined, but academics should conceive of ideology as relatively autonomous and
not determined.55 Consent is given to governance because commons sense and civility reinforces
it. Additionally, the state provides “benefits,” while also disciplining and educating
“undisciplined” subjects. This theory of culture allows for structural change and subject
potential, but does not forget that economic domination and the state largely control hegemony.56
Ideology is not economically determined, but tends towards upper-class articulations. Tendencies
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are inclinations, not absolutes. This degree of difference reintroduced struggle through
articulation and re-articulation.57
Hall remarks that use of “tendencies” breaks cultural theory away from the earlier
Marxists inability to explain consent or agency.58 Subjects within a coherent system with firm
alliances are unlikely going to question the ideologies in place. The contradictions that arise will
likely be easily incorporated. It is when the leadership and alliances weaken that meanings can
be contested more easily. During these times, subjects gain knowledge of their own subject
formation; this occurs when the State resorts to coercion and reveals how power shapes subjects.
This knowledge reveals the constructed and unnaturalness of the current conditions. New ideas
that promote their position can be created. These new ideas or activities can alter other subjects’
perception, causing change within the system. This new understanding of self can become the
new common sense. It is with this view of the subject that culture becomes the space of struggle
over meaning and praxis; the winning group’s values become nearly universal.59
As discussed above, the work of Louis Althusser exerted an important influence on the
CCCS in its earlier years, particularly in his writings on ideology. In his essay on “ideological
state apparatuses,” Althusser explores ideology and its role in replicating the means of
production, relations of production, and productive forces. The state and societal structures act in
the interest of the ruling class through two types of apparatuses: the repressive state apparatus
and ideological state apparatuses. The repressive state apparatus predominately uses the threat of
violence to curb subjects from transgressing the imposed ideology, which is the manifestation of
a class’s position. This alone does not effectively repress subjects. Ideological state apparatuses
(ISAs) control subjects predominately through indoctrination. This sustains the subject’s
57
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imaginary relation to the means of production and social conditions. The idea of an imposed
ideology replicates the manipulation model preferred by the Frankfurt School and rejected by
Gramsci.
Althusser further distances himself for Gramsci when he closes the system and states that
despite contradictions and multiple perspectives, the ideological system is unified. He writes that
it must be unified or the ruling class would quickly lose power. He closes the system further by
theorizing subjects as always already interpolated by ISAs. Before an individual is born it is
made a subject through its family’s name. The system hails subjects; subjects recognize their
position within the system and comply. This is how ideology manifests itself in the material;
individuals believe in the ideology and act in the dictated fashion.60 If the subject did not, he/she
will feel guilt, distraught, or fractured. Althusser’s theory is unlike Gramsci’s in that the subject
appears dominated to the point of being determined. Oddly, Althusser does write that ISAs are
the places of class struggle; if a subject refuses to replicate the system then the reproduction of
the relations of production could halt.61 This seems like a gesture towards agency more than
anything else; Althusser never mentions a moment where the subject could refuse. The CCCS
used Althusser to discuss how ideology works; discourses "produc[e], not knowledge, but a
recognition of the things we already knew."62 Mass culture and other institutions reify the current
ideologies and therefore hide their constructed nature. Additionally, the CCCS was inspired by
Althusser’s concept that subjects’ practices (a type of signification) produce ideology
continually. It is through doing that ideology becomes real; "Meaning was…conditional on the
work of signification being successfully conducted through a social practice.”63
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Like Gramsci, Raymond Williams intervenes in the base/superstructure narrative that
places the superstructure as a strict replication of the economic base. He argues that Marx never
actually articulated this flawed model.64 Instead, Marx argued that subject inevitable enter
definitive relations based off the mode of production; the economic structure is the foundation or
base of subject’s relationality, which shapes their being and society’s state. The base sets limits
and exerts pressures on the subject’s consciousness; a capitalist mode of production creates
capitalist relation, which causes subjects to think like capitalists. Out of this process, the
superstructure emerges. The superstructure is the collection of solidified institutions and
practices (legislative, legal, religious, entertainment, and educational) that reflect subjects’
actions and consciousness.65 Conflicts, contradictions, and struggles within superstructures could
appear, but the prevalent capitalist subjectivity hinders subjects’ capacity or willingness to
contest societal practices. The base/superstructure relationship is an active field of unevenly
determining forces.66 To explain why the base cannot completely control the superstructure,
Williams relies on Gramsci’s notion of hegemony, the multiplicity of central practices,
meanings, perceptions, expectations, and values that saturate subjects’ consciousnesses and
allows for some alternatives and change. This differs from the Frankfurt’s account of
subjectivity; it is not ideological manipulation or false consciousness, but perceived reality. An
effective hegemony has subjects willingly identifying with the system, despite contradictions and
fissure within the system and the subject’s numerous experiences and views, which cause tension
within the system.67
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Williams’ approach allows for shifts in dominant culture. Forms (genres, tropes,
practices, and ideas) and organizations appear timeless, but must be examined to map change.
Forms shape subjects’ worldviews and consciousness.68 Within the cultural field, dominant,
residual, and emergent forms (ideas, practices, etc.) coexist. Residuals forms were created in the
past, but are still active within the current culture. They are traditions that are not in congruence
with the dominant ideology. The residual form can serve as a space to contest the dominant, but
usually is not very effective due to elements of it being incorporated into dominant ideology. For
example, the ideal of living in a small rural community is no longer practical, however
politicians and citizens alike still use this convention to either show authenticity or promote
“American values.” Emergent forms are new meanings, feelings, relations that continually
appear. They exist outside of the dominant ideology and challenge it by revealing the existence
of alternatives and exposing contradictions and power relations. It is with emergent forms that
the most potential to change meaning and economic relations. Williams notes though that
dominant culture incorporates elements of the emergent to de-radicalize its message and further
marginalize radicals within the group.69
Raymond Williams sees art and literature as key to the promotion and contestation of
dominant forms. The dominant class uses its power to produce forms that reinforce dominant
“structures of feelings,” the way subjects actively lives, through feeling and believing, their
worldview.70 Through this process, art becomes part of the base—in short, an indispensible part
of capital accumulation—and not merely an epiphenomenal part of the superstructure. This is
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because art serves a major role in the production of subjects.71 At the same time, subjects can
challenge dominant culture using art and literature to illustrate and spread new structures of
feeling.72 Upon receiving these emergent forms, people could incorporate these new meanings
and relations into the subjectivity. This creates a contradiction between themselves and the mode
of production, which producing the possibility of contesting the “base” of society.73
Interestingly, Williams places the means of communication as a means of production;
they are socially and materially produced and produce subjects. The means of control lie within
the ability to amplify and expand the duration of messages through controlling access to
communication. To illustrate this he documents the rise of advertising and its impact on
subjectivity. Advertising organizes subjects into more predictable markets; it alters the dominant
subjectivity into a consumer-oriented subjectivity. The activism and power subjects seek is then
through consumption; an increase in consumption is thought of as an increase in lifestyle quality;
other human needs are ignored. Through this and the gaining power financial power of
advertising, advertisers dictate both form and content, reifying dominant values and
strengthening exchange value. Yet at the same time, Williams argues that there is the potential
for subjects to become frustrated within the always-promising-never-fulfilling system and ask for
something else. Through mass-produced and lower costing technology, collectives could form to
create and broadcast their own, more democratic, messages, at a lower amplification and
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duration. Human creativity and labor become the way to new forms of relating, communicating,
means of production, and structures of feeling.74
Later, Raymond Williams discusses why this potential is hardy ever realized. Subjects’
social needs, purposes, historical trajectory, precedent, and current uses of technology shape the
use of and production of new technology. They create limits on new technology’s possibilities.
This is why most forms of technology follow the mobile, privatized, and illusionary selfsufficient model and do not cause social upheaval; potentially revolutionary technology will
most likely be used to maintain the status quo.75 Williams created a materialist theory of culture
that greatly considered the role of the economy, but did not reduce culture to the mere reflection
of the base. He established art, literature, the past, the present, feelings, and subjects as shaping
and contesting the dominant ideology and relations of economic exploitation, while never
reducing art and culture to a mere epiphenomenal expression of these relations.
Stuart Hall, a leading theorist within the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies,
examines lived experience within a mass-media saturated world by establishing a foundation to
discuss how people read texts. He offers three different reading types, dominant, negotiated, and
oppositional. All three reading types depend on the subject, their relation to the text, and their
position within society. Producers encode a meaning into the message form (the text). For the
embedded meaning to be effective, it must alter lived practice. This may not happen because the
message encoded in not always the message decoded; audiences from different subjectivities will
create different types of decoding. Hall quickly interjects that the polysemy occurring is not
pluralism; power structures still exist. The dominant decoding, where the encoded message is
received, is preferred and institutionalized; it is the ideological reading because it reinforces the
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current uneven power relations.76 Not only do producers structure texts to create a tendency to
the “preferred” interpretation and worldview, but, as Althusser argued, experiences in other
ideological institutions (i.e., schools) socialize subjects in ways that privilege some decodings or
interpretations over others. A non-privileged or not-fully-integrated subject may cause a different
subject position, which allows for misreadings or negotiated readings (some of the dominant
message in received, but contradictions are noted). Rarely do people reject the entire meaning,
but when it occurs it is deeply political.77 Subjects who eject one dominant message are more
likely to continue reading in an oppositional way, exposing more and more contradictions. Hall
theorized a dynamic system that countered opposition readings; the feedback loop is when the
audience’s reading on the text influences the encoding of future messages. The producers either
create more effective forms or the audience can demand different texts/meanings.78 Fellow
CCCS scholars rely on Halls’s dynamic model as a theoretical framework to ethnographically
study the audience.
The CCCS’s commitment to studying culture in concrete ways fostered a heavy reliance
on the ethnographic method. It allowed them to see how subjects relate to dominant forms and
possibly produce alternative forms. Paul Willis writes that ethnographic work challenges and
causes academics to renegotiate or dismiss their theoretic accounts of culture and subjects;79 it
reveals the complexity of and non-uniformity between subjects.80 For instance, Dorothy
Hobson’s ethnography of housewives’ use and interpretation of media details how gender affects
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what texts subjects engage with and how they engage with texts. The disc jockies they listen to
reinforce unequal gender relations. However, women rarely actually carefully listen to the radio;
instead they use it as background noise to fight isolation. What is more telling is how women
refuse to engage with some forms, such as the news; they dismiss the news as boring and for
men. 81 Their lived-experience, as John B. Thompson would describe it, reproduces the “relations
of domination.”82
Similar to Hobson, Phil Cohen uses an ethnographical method to investigate how
structural forces, developers’ destruction of street and neighborhood culture and creation of
isolated private spaces, affects subjects within East London. He explains that the developers
actions reflect their middle-class values of property and privacy, not the current residents’
working class values of community, collective identity, and extended family. The working-class
lacked an organized resistance, since recent factory closures—a product of a more structural
deindustrialization in the British economy—also meant that unions disappeared. Youth cultures
emerged out of teenagers attempting to create cohesion between their family’s Puritanical values
and the new hedonistic consumption. Unlike Hobson’s housewives, they produced new objects,
rituals, and meaning, but similar to the housewives, they could never break free from the
contradictions surrounding their lives; the subcultures provided an outlet of expression and little
more. Cohen elaborates that the youth culture occurred within this historical moment from this
fractured class group; his point is that particularity matters and subjectivity changes.83
Similarly, Dick Hebdige investigated the punk subculture’s expressive forms, lifestyle,
and style, which were appropriated and re-imagined mass-produced symbols. He argues, like
Cohen, that working-class youth experience and display the contradictions within culture. They
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assault meaning symbols through stripping objects of their original meaning and creating a new
meaning through it or amplifying the already present meaning to show its absurdity. Hebdige
claims that diversity of working-class subcultures after WWII is a demonstration of diverse
subjectivities and positions; again, this claim is similar to Cohen’s description of subjectivity.
Hebdige writes that subcultures represent noise; interference in the orderly sequence of dominant
culture that expose the arbitrary system. Despite his celebratory tone, Hebdige writes that
subcultures do not change the system, but attempt to cope with their subjugated position; they
create noise and disrupts but the superstructures still exist and sometime subsume them.84

The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies: Audience Studies and Active Audiences

At the same time, the copings mechanism discussed by early CCCS theorists like
Hebdige did not go far enough in conceptualizing active “resistance” for some theorists. Building
off of Hall’s discussion of oppositional readings and Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of
Everyday Life, Paul Willis, Iain Chambers, and John Fiske focus on the consumption of culture
to create a theory that elaborates on the potential for resistance and struggle that lies within
consuming products.
French philosopher Michel de Certeau massively influenced English-reading academics
as The Practice of Everyday Life theorizes a bourgeois constructed world where subjects
navigate power structures in order to “make do.” He dismisses the idea of passive subjects, who
simply absorb the bourgeois-created world. He writes against theories using only societal
structures to discuss what subjects do; these theories miss subjects’ maneuverability and actual
practices. However, subjects are not free to wholly reject the bourgeoisie world and create their
84
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own system.85 They function within the system where institutions and companies produce
meanings that saturate urban places. Subjects entering spaces of bourgeois power experience the
texts provided, but do not wholly conform to the meanings within these texts. Consumption is an
active moment of meaning production. Subjects’ interests, desires, memories, and failure or
refusal to pay attention block or alter meanings. Their time in a space allows for occupation and
a momentary alteration of spaces and products. The temporal nature of tactics means the
alteration is fleeting. Subjects cannot permanently reside in the fictional reality. It is within the
system that they must negotiate a place.86
Drawing on the work of de Certeau, Paul Willis, Iain Chambers87, and John Fiske88 focus
solely on consumption and celebrate “tactics of the ordinary,” whether it is interpreting texts
oppositionally or whether it is engaging in the “poaching” of fandom.89 Their subjects create
their own meanings and subversive identities out of texts provided by capitalists. Within this
model, being used alters texts and their contained cultural contradictions. This process disavows
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the intended meaning producers encode, instead subjects produce a plurality of meanings.90
Fiske’s analysis explains oppressive systems not as oppressing subjects, but as creating
differently positioned subjects, who can use mass culture to express their oppression or
opposition to norms. To Fiske and Chambers, everything individuals do becomes resistance,
such as using marketing jingles to sexually harass women (Fiske) and riding an Italian Vespa
(Chambers).91 In other words, for these authors, the encoded meaning never reaches the
audience;92 “knowledge is no longer monolithic, but (instead) differentiates and nomadic.”93
Fiske misinterprets de Certeau’s “making do,”94 as a position of radical meaning making, instead
of an act committed by a subject to make life bearable. He expands the momentary power de
Certeau details and gives subjects the ability to occupy spaces for as long as they need. Fiske’s
theory overtly amplifies subject’s powers over structures, making capitalism, patriarchy, and
racism playing grounds for meaning-making.95
These theorists do not deny that texts are commodities and that commercial media now
saturates subjects’ lives. However, they write that the commodity form is subverted when it
becomes a text; it becomes a product derived from the audience. The fact that commodities are
everywhere only means that consumers are more comfortable with using them. Fiske states that
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buying a commodity is a productive act because subjects contribute to the circulation of
meanings they endorse. Consumption is always active and oppositional.96 Willis claims
consumers actually exploit capitalism; capitalism has produced so many commodities that
consumers now have a wide array of resources to create their own cultural meanings.97 Fiske
reiterates this idea when he explains television’s pervasiveness provides more meaning systems
for more subcultures. Therefore, television can serve as the main site of resistance in the current
cultural situation.98 By focusing on consumption, these theorists dismiss the power of encoded
meanings and oppressive societal structures and norms to shape and position subjects to live in
the existing order. Fiske validates this dismissal by explaining how capitalism and patriarchy fail
to create conformity within subjects or stop opposition. Popular culture is always a reaction to
dominant forms, never a reflection. Popular culture is always a site of meaning making, where
people always outmaneuver dominant culture. Fiske alters Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of cultural
capital to speak of a system of meanings and pleasures that serves the interest of the powerless.
To differentiate, he calls his concept “popular culture capital.” For Fiske, pleasure is always
experienced through resistance and never through convention or recognition. This is the major
flaw of his argument; it dismisses concepts of distinction and the cultivation of pleasure
discussed by Bourdieu.99
Although Ien Ang is outside of the CCCS, she mimics their approach by refusing the
institutional view of the unified, homogenous, mute, and passive audience and doing
ethnographic research. At first, her work seems similar to Willis and Fiske’s because it focuses
on consuming. However, she tones down subjects’ subversive power, while still seeing the
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audience as diverse in identity, use of mass culture, and ideological views. She recognizes that
structures, representation, and relations of domination do matter. A main contention she has with
the institutional view of the audience is that it does not allow theorists to view audiences in an
unrealistic way; it simplifies and dismisses people. Like critics of Habermas, she believes this
creates an abstract and ideal subject, which dismisses most subjects, never allowing them to
speak. Audiences (like subjects) are never complete and always in flux. Like Willis and Fiske,
she states that different people receive different pleasures from cultural products. Giving
pleasure is a cultural product’s use-value, not a sign of liberation. However, in Ang’s view, texts
are not as pluralistic as Willis and Fiske state. Ang follows Hall’s assumption that texts are
polysemic and not pluralistic; there are limitations to consumer’s oppositional meaningmaking.100 Her political move is that a deeper understanding of what audiences are and want
could provide a more democratic and critical dialogue around mass culture.
Unlike most of the previous theorists, Henry Jenkins discusses an audience that produces
something beyond meanings. In his ethnography of fan culture, he shows a group who, like
Willis, Fiske, and Ang’s subjects, produces alternative meanings. He differs when he challenges,
and not just misinterprets, de Certeau’s idea that tactics are fleeting. Fans who create texts with
alternative or extended meanings do not just go away, but become part of a subculture’s library;
fans blur the consumer/producer binary using technology to create new cultural products.101 Like
Fiske, he shows how fans become consumer activists demanding that shows be un-cancelled or
altered to fit their vision. He goes further though and demonstrates how this creates an alternative
community with its own ethos. He realizes the limitation of this activity (it will not create
societal change), but states that it provides an outlet for overeducated people in unchallenging
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careers and a space to explore alternatives through creating texts that happen to be based on mass
culture. He reminds us that fans are the exception, but this exception challenges the idea of a
completely passive audience.102 Later, Jenkins demonstrates how convergence culture expands
fan bases and makes the creation of new cultural forms easier. Convergence culture is the
product of old and new media colliding to form a new interactive relationship between
producers, cultural products, and consumers. This leads to more consumer investment into
products causing many instances where fans challenge the producers’ decisions; they demand
products that fit their desires and needs. The Internet becomes place to form a “collective
intelligence” to scour the Internet for the inner workings of popular culture and plots. Jenkins
illustrates the contradiction within convergence culture; as fans become more involved,
corporations become more vertically integrated and concentrated. Jenkins, unlike in Textual
Poachers, never convincingly argues that this occurrence has political potential for systemic
change. The crux of his argument is that fans spend most of their time invested in media systems,
campaigning or learning more about their favorite programs. While technology makes
production and distribution cheaper for fans, it has also made them more invested in the capitalist
system. In Textual Poachers, fans formed new groups with utopian ethics; they left consumer
sovereignty. This new model of active consumer is only invested in consumption.103
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The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies: Reaction Against the Active Audience
Like other CCCS scholars, Angela McRobbie examines culture as a lived process by
studying people’s experiences with cultural texts.104 She differs from John Fiske, Iain Chambers,
and Paul Willis in that she examines local acts of consumption without forgetting that what is
being consumed contains a set of meanings that are meant to sustain the current relations of
domination. Her theories more closely resemble Hebdige and Cohen’s; all three show how mass
culture can be appropriated and re-imagined by subjects to make sense of one’s life or create a
space for the creation of self, but never amplify local meaning making’s power to the level that
Willis, Chambers, and Fiske do. Instead, Hebdige, Cohen, and McRobbie show how a subject’s
situation positions them differently, causing negotiated and sometimes oppositional interaction
with mass culture to occur. Unlike Hebdige and Cohen, she does not examine a “radical” or
“subversive” group, but studies the much-overlooked population of young girls.
Through ethnography, McRobbie discovers how extremely limited and sometimes overdetermined young girls are by dominant gender expectations.105 Girl magazines reinforce and
perpetuate these messages, which have material consequences, as McRobbie demonstrates in her
study of young single mothers who cannot conceive of themselves as significant wage earners.106
However, youth do not simply absorb these texts; they negotiate meanings and use the texts to
create spaces for themselves. Some magazines bring sources of self-expression into the lives of
young girls, while others obscure the complexity of life and perpetuate coupling as the only
104
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future option.107 Like Henry Jenkins, she shows how fandom can lead to subcultures, popular
aesthetic movements. Subcultures allow for alternative ways of feeling and can shape and steer
the trajectory of people’s lives. She demonstrates how the punk aesthetic challenged traditional
feminine notions, but sustained gender power structures, while zines produced numerous spaces
to discuss feminism.108 Her work is not about challenging the idea of the passive audience, but
provides an accurate depiction of people and reveals their suffering in a way that might change
policy. By studying a subordinate subjectivity, young working-class girls, McRobbie rejects the
free and unstructured audience created by Fiske, Chamber, and Willis, but embraces the idea that
they create meanings and spaces for themselves, but are limited by the range of meanings
circulating in the culture and their position within wider relations of domination.
As her career progressed, McRobbie began to critique postmodern versions of the
audience and their pluralistic readers. She dismisses Fiske’s model where consumption allows
new subjectivities to be formed; consumption alone is not a libratory act. McRobbie writes that
race, class, and gender mark bodies, thus denying them access to the public sphere, where
consumption take place, and complicating the process of consumption. She turns away from
examining just consumption to seeing how people, particularly cultural workers (or “creative”
labor) actually produce cultural commodities, and not just produce meanings. This shift allows
her to find cultural groups that attempt to work outside of or alongside tradition relations of labor
and gender.109
These do-it-yourself cultural economies—for instance, independent designers in the
fashion trade—retain symbolic, aesthetic, labor, economic, and political freedom, while
sometimes giving into economic pressure and compromising their creative ethic by working for
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large companies.110 They establish meeting spaces outside of the established infrastructure to
create and maintain subcultures, new ways of life, and personal relations. These urban cultural
economies are under constant threat of extinction due to mass cultures’ ceaseless expansion.
Within this new model, she closes the gap between cultural studies and political economy.111 She
shows how subcultures create jobs and meanings where deindustrialization occurs.112 Her later
work is not divorced from her earlier work; she is still interested in how women negotiate
patriarchy and the relations between “consumption” and “production” in a post-Fordist economy.
Her critique of active audiences led her to investigate sites where of sustained cultural creation,
outside of just meaning making, where occurring. As with Jenkins, she demonstrates that people
can produce their own meaning-systems and economies that work alongside, parasitically, and
within the current meaning systems and relations of domination. Their work allows them a
degree of freedom to create lives, systems, and products outside the norm. Because these
moments produce more than meanings for the subjects, it can hopefully sustain an option for
those wanting to opt out of tradition.
Pierre Bourdieu shares the CCCS impulse of anti-determinism and the emphasis on
culture as a field of struggle and culture empirical analysis.113 He places the subject, a “practical
operator,” in a culture with hierarchically arranged fields, different levels of durable structures
that always refer back on the economic field.114 This matrix positions the subject through
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establishing limitations and possibilities, which are reinforced by subjects already established
within fields. These established subjects enjoy cultural and economic capital and are therefore
content with their positions within the field, its distribution of particular forms of capital, and the
cultural and aesthetic norms that determine what is legitimized. They form alliances to preserve
the field as is (doxa) and exclude those seeking change.115 Subjects with less cultural and
economic capital or who disagree with an aspect of the field can engage in alliances to change
the structure of the field, the distribution of capital, and the system of valuation privileged in the
field (heterodox).116 This struggle is not even; those with legitimacy and economical capital are
likely to succeed. Thus, reproduction of the status quo is always more likely than any systematic
transformation of how the field operates.117 So while this allows for a theory of a subject
navigating a field and not being determined by a structure, it demonstrates culture as always
containing resistance.118
In On Television, Bourdieu demonstrates how the journalism field works to legitimize a
certain form of news and how the struggle over what is good journalism affects what subjects
outside the field expect and get from news. The struggle within the field is for the values within
journalism and whether the priority should be the gaining of profit and ratings (associated with
television journalism) or the maintaining of “objectivity” and professionalism (associated with
print journalism). Bourdieu argues that the former, through gaining economic capital, is winning
the struggle, causing a depoliticized and formulaic version of the news that denies the public
access to relevant or controversial information.119 The rising normativity of this new style of
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journalism begins impacting and shaping print journalism.120 The ability of one field to affect
other fields becomes wildly deterministic in this examination: “In some cases, the choices made
on television are choices made by no subject.”121 His belief is the power of fields in the lives of
subject becomes deterministic. This seems odd because he repeatedly suggests subjects as
navigating within a field, however when applying his theory to a situation, all the subject’s
power is lost.
Despite Bourdieu’s anti-deterministic theorization of subjects within the field as
differently positioned and therefore navigating and struggling for control of norms, he fails to
provide space outside domination. While he opens up space for agency, the major thrust of his
work emphasizes the continuity and reproduction of relations of domination and subjects’ active
role within this by maintaining the status quo. His theory is inherently conservative because his
focus on fields and structures causes an overly determines subject. Angela McRobbie writes that
his ideas of inclinations and dispositions end up theorizing subjects as always compliant and
always seeking stability via an embracing of norms. When power struggles do occur, the subjects
are only trying to assert their uniqueness within the field, not create systemic change.122 His
theorization never allows for a true challenge of the system, but only reform; the margins are
always being closed off because “everything is always already inclined toward conformity to the
social order."123
Lawrence Grossberg, a US Cultural Studies scholar who studied closely with Stuart Hall
at the University of Birmingham, defends the CCCS scholars’ practices, while recognizing the
short comings of active audience scholarship, pointed out by critical theorists and political
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economists. He begins by rearticulating CCCS’s concept of studying the everyday life
experiences, but adds on that this needs to be studied alongside articulations of power and how
power creates repressive means of pleasure. He slides back into the position that the mode of
production does not determine culture because people live “their subordination actively,” even if
that means complacently.124 In his opinion, this is a rejection of political economy and critical
theory’s treatment of the subject as completely and passively manipulated. While he agrees that
Cultural Studies needs to investigate capitalism’s affect on culture, he argues that political
economic theories rely too heavily on capitalist relations and economic domination to discuss
power; they create an inaccurate and deterministic theory of culture.125 Grossberg situates the
text, the modes of production, power, context, subjectivity, and distribution as equally important
within cultural studies.126 One part of culture must not be allowed to determine others and
theorists must recognize that they all play an active role. Cultural studies must be antireductionist; it is about the intersections of power and the making of possibilities. He warns that
we must not use simple terms like resistance, domination, and subordination and instead describe
possibilities.127 He then turns and criticizes what he believes to be a misinterpretation of the
CCCS philosophy that occurred within the CCCS and is occurring with US cultural studies.128
The use of “active audience” as the foundation for theory is harmful. This causes contexts,
power, and meaning to lose all significance. It romanticizes marginality and creates a false sense
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of a resistant audience without describing what they resist. The project becomes one of
relativism; the politics are of inertia.129
Grossberg writes that cultural studies should describe the cultural practices of individuals
within their cultural matrix and dialectical relationship and not remove subjects from what
subjugates them. Cultural studies needs to show how subjects are disempowered through
meanings, structures, and institutions. This will detach cultural studies from always assuming
that the audience is actively resistant and that local power relations are equal to national,
capitalist, and cultural institutions’ uses of power. Once theorists construct a complex description
of power relations, they can more accurately show how subjects can organize and create
alliances towards empowerment and possibilities for creating change. Cultural studies should be
producing works that describe ways for subjects to be agent without becoming naïve or oversimplifying the current relations of domination. This is why the local should be where research
ends and not where research begins.130

Political Economy
Political economy works examining mass culture are often discussed as being the
antithesis of CCCS’s approach. The construction of this opposition is often done by using wildly
misrepresentative claims about both disciplines; CCCS equated with uncritical examinations and
political economy with overly deterministic economic explanation of culture. In reality the two
fields are generally interested in everyday culture and issues of power, domination, and the
possibility of alternatives within capitalist stratified culture. The difference between them tends
to lie on whether they focus on the production (political economy) or consumption (CCCS) of
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mass culture; although, Angela McRobbie’s later work demonstrates this as a false choice.
Political economic theories examine how “social relations, particularly the power relations…
[are constituted] through the production, distribution, and consumption of resources.” 131 They
work on politics at the site of structures, companies, and institutions, instead of seeing politics as
an everyday struggle for meaning making. Although, Grossberg warns against this approach, the
latter focus allows for a more optimistic version of politics; changing meaning and making a
space for yourself are much easier tasks to achieve than the former’s need for the creation of a
new political or economic structure, which will bring about a more egalitarian system.
Instead of the primarily examining lived-experience, political economists see capitalism
as the fundamental force shaping the conditions within which subjects produce and consume
media. Capitalist economies, organized around the institutions of private property, wage labor,
and commodity production, thus produce inequalities, distribute power, and limit possibilities.
Political economists of communication examine the connection between economic power and
the ability to impact, manage, and control entertainment, mass media, and information, which
ultimately affects the lives of subjects.132 For his part, David Hesmondhalgh divides North
American/ European political economists in two: the North American tradition including Herbert
Schiller, Vincent Mosco, and Robert McChesney and European tradition including Bernard
Miège and Nicholas Garnham.
The Schiller-McChesney tradition, as he calls it, examines structures of ownership and
control in order to document the enormous amount of power capitalists have and how they use it.
Key to their research is examining alliances, concentrations, conglomerations, and mergers
within and without the cultural industry. Hesmondhalgh prefers the European tradition or
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cultural industries approach because it illustrated power as partial and incomplete (not
monolithic), thus allowing for an examination of contradictions and failures within the system.
They are interested in how the shifting system constantly negotiations its contradictions. Unlike
the Schiller-McChesney tradition, the cultural industry approach muddles the line between and
examines the complex positions of commercial and “alternative” meaning-makers and the
consumption/production divide. Their interest in these activities allows for a rich understanding
of how the cultural industries hinder, but never truly capture the creative work of meaningmakers. Hesmondhalgh argues, and I agree, that while the former approach demonstrates a
legitimate concern, it tends to obscure the complexity and actual practices within and outside of
cultural industries.133
Political economist Vincent Mosco argues that to understand society, one cannot reduce
its explanation to either economics or culture. He counters cultural theorists’ accusation that
political economy is always an economic reductionist theory. Political economy is “the study of
social relations, particularly the power relations, that mutually constitute the production,
distribution, and consumption of resources, including communication.”134 With this system,
political economy examines commodification, spatialization, and structuration by focusing on
the complex relationships between media firms and consumers, firms and workers, and firms and
the state. Mosco’s definition resembles cultural studies. The main difference is political
economy’s focus on structures more than theories of subjectivity. Political economy distances
itself from subjectivity because subjects act within structures and its norms; therefore, a radical
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theory of subjectivity demonstrates a feat of imagination, not the empirical reality of positioned
subjects.135
While Vincent Mosco focuses in general terms on establishing the political economy of
communication as a foundational part of media studies, political economist Herbert Schiller
focused more narrowly on how US communication structures and consumer-oriented content
destroy US culture and are being replicated in and exported to other countries. Multi-national
corporations, the US government, and advertising agencies pressure foreign nations into
accepting commercial content and structures. This transaction provides money to the country’s
elite and allows corporations access to new markets. Once the global south builds a commercial
communication system, US companies sell programming at drastically low-rates and in bundles.
The native communication systems purchase US programs to stay afloat and to offer their
customers constant programming. This global system leads to the importation of US ideology
and global homogenization. US content rejects the notion of the US as a ruthless empire, whose
economic and military policies keep the global south impoverished; it rejects reality and
facilitates the US’s uneven foreign policies and hinders people’s desire to oppose the US.136
In a following study, Schiller turns his argument domestically to discuss how corporate
power with the US government’s aid destroys public expression and space, diversity of thought,
access to information, and the quality non-profit programming Individual expression still exists,
but the constant stream of corporate products overwhelms subjects.137 In what may be a reaction
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to John Tomlinson’s critique of his earlier work,138 Schiller argues against scholars who examine
the audience and theorize an active audience. The active audience theory minimizes the
damaging effects of an ever-growing and ever-intrusive corporate communication system; the
destruction of democracy is forgiven because people find pleasure in oppression. Schiller
examines culture at the corporate economic scale and thus creates a causal relationship that
always has the subject determined by the structure.139 Schiller’s subject is so encompassed that
he cannot see a way out; he can only hope that alternative methods for communicating can break
the current system.140
In an important critique of Schiller’s work, John Tomlinson writes that Schiller is an
economic determinist, who never actually discusses culture. Tomlinson does not doubt that the
US economic policies and corporations have a negative affects on foreign nations. However,
Tomlinson writes that ethnographic work needs to be done to examine how these products are
being used and what those effects are. They could be indoctrinating people or the texts could
serve to reinforce the legitimacy of their culture by showing the extravagance and absurdity of
US culture.141 In Globalization and Culture, he elaborates and dismisses the Schiller’s claim that
a corporate homogenous culture will ever happen due to local contexts and cultures and
hybridization.142
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Similar to Schiller, Robert McChesney examines how concentrated media structures,
supported by the US government have become an anti-democratic force, destroying the field of
journalism and depriving citizens information.143 Hypercommercialism is key to McChesney’s
argument. He argues that it erodes the boundary between “content” and “marketing” across all
media forms, from movies and television (product placement) to the news (plugola).144 Their
increased concentration limits its ability to serve as a reliable source of information and
marginalizes and destroys smaller and non-corporate media outlets. There is no longer any
notion that media should facilitate democratic action; instead, it serves corporate advertisers,
investors, elites, and owners, who profit and control the political system. This dissolves the line
between public life and the commercial realm, turning citizens into consumers who vote with
their dollars and rarely, if ever, use democratic action. This type of citizenship justifies the
system. If people vote with their dollars and support the system than the current system is the
result of citizen’s choice and naturalizes the corporate structure. McChesney, despite talking
about subject’s domination by structures, argues that a broad based democratic left must and can
reveal the undemocratic nature of this system.145
McChesney’s book The Problem of the Media documents the 2003 citizen movement
against increasing media concentration; citizens demanded that their congressperson reform
media policy. This pushed media policy out into national headlines. McChesney writes that
exposure alone is a victory; now media policy is on the minds of citizens, who no longer see this
system as natural and beneficial.146 In Communication Revolution, he further discusses how a
structural change can occur and that subjects can alter the course of media and communications
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in the US, creating a more radically democratic system. It is important to act now because the US
communication system is at a critical juncture due to new technology, a decreased belief in
media’s current content’s legitimacy, and political turmoil.147 Despite his productive account of
current events, Robert McChesney’s discussion of subjects within the system is underdeveloped.
He sees subjects as active participants, but only within the certain conditions when the structure
is in crisis. It appears, since he wrote these books across several decades, that the system is
always in crisis. If that is the case, the urgency and suddenness of his claims and his view of the
subject is false. He needs to situate the subject and elaborate on how a subject’s position within
the system orients them to take action; this would make a more convincing and less universal
account of the subject.
As discussed above, Bernard Miège rejects Adorno, Horkheimer, and Schiller’s concept
of a singular cultural industry in favor of a more complex model of cultural industries.148
Cultural industries are not a unified front and never complete the ideological or economic
domination of subjects. Different cultural industries use different and competing strategies,
modes of productions, and commodities to enter the market. Miège then dismisses the idea that
capitalism has only caused damage to culture; it has led to innovations and diversification. This
may seem similar to Fiske, Chambers, and Willis, but Miège is not condoning capitalism; he is
simply abandoning the defeatism of Adorno and Horkheimer, in favor of model that sees
capitalism as imposing itself onto culture and, although affecting the production of culture
dramatically, fails to completely determine the realm of ideas. Similar to the CCCS tradition,
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Miège sees culture as a site of struggle, where not all of capitalism’s doings are harmful to
subjects.149
David Hesmondhalgh follows Miège’s assertion and examines the complexity and
development of the cultural industries. Hesmondhalgh approaches cultural industries in a more
historical manner. Since the 1950s, cultural industries have loosened restrictions on their creative
workers. At the same time, the industries compensated these workers poorly and maintained
strict control of distribution, intellectual property, and circulation of their property. Starting in
the 1980s, the market for cultural products widened due to nation’s leveling trade boundaries,
increased privatization, deregulation, and technology changes. Concurrently, industries tightened
control over their product’s content to ensure profit and continuity. This tightening of control
followed Adorno’s comment that cultural industries are smaller than other industries and rely on
them for economic support. The expansion of the cultural industries within and without markets
means further control of time for more subjects. Against, Fiske’s model, Hesmondhalgh states
that advertising and promotional material “regulate symbolic creativity to the needs of
accumulation.”150 Despite his overwhelming discussion of capitalism’s growing encroachment
into people’s lives, he questions if this matters at the level of texts. The expansion of texts does
not mean the production of meaning is different and the battle over culture happens at the level
of meaning. Like Miège, he takes the CCCS perspective while studying culture from a political
economic approach.151
Like Miège and Hesmondhalgh, Nicholas Garnham belongs to the cultural industries
approach and therefore is interested in locating the subject within political economy and not just
discussing the shifting structures of industries towards economic—and therefore cultural and
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political—monopoly, as Schiller and McChesney discuss. However, it is important to note that
he opposes pluralism and the extreme particularism of ethnographic studies.152 Instead, he, Peter
Golding, and Graham Murdock examine structures and how structural power153 unequally
positions, coordinates (within space and time), and contains subjects. They do not reduce culture
to the economic, but declare capitalism as strongly affecting meaning within the symbolic, social
relations, and communication (media). Corporations own the material means that allow
communication to travel, be received, and produced. These communication systems are
embedded within wider structures and relations. At each moment, the amount and kind of
content and access given to the population is limited through capitalism’s social hierarchies.
These hierarchies determine what can be said and by who. The language though which texts are
interpreted are constructed in capitalist context. This does not determine, but limits
possibilities.154 All three conclude that citizenship needs to be reconceived outside of a consumer
sovereignty model. Garnham proposes a Habermasian model of a unified public sphere, where
media policies are developed to break up media oligopolies, encourage alternative voices, and
circulate a wider range of ideas, leading to a more democratic system. However, to get there
theorists need to grasp the full impact of global economy instead of discussing the play and
particularities of audiences.155
Following in the cultural industries tradition, Keith Negus examines how workers are
hindered, but still retain their creative and innovative, despite the corporate structure.
Specifically, Negus examines how musicians and producers use creativity within the music
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industry. First, genre shapes the way artists make and consumers listen to music. Successful
bands know their genre and recognize and play within its boundaries. Record companies know
this and select which genre content, style, and sound they wish to highlight and which they want
to hinder. Corporations see genres as ways of managing financial risks and establishing their
label’s brand. Genres are however unstable in that they cover a range of practices, not simply one
practice. Creativity within this model is not about transgression but about outlets for expression
within the presented means. Negus demonstrates how corporate cultures allow different types of
creativity within the cultural industry and genre, causing diverse products.156 Negus and Michael
Pickering argue that the cultural industries do not hinder creativity, but actively cause creativity
and innovation at multiple collaborative stages in the production process; creativity is at their
core. Money, copyrights, and success are prime-motivators for producing and distributing
creative pieces. Creativity is currently bound to capitalism and can perpetuate preferred genres
and codes. However, this system does not determine cultural products. Artists and producers can
gain cultural and economic capital within the system to produce the texts they want to or work
outside of the system.157 With Pickering, Negus wants to move away from political economy
studies as static and predictable. A reductionist model forgets about the people involved at all
levels of culture. Music industries and other culture industries are about meaning production first
and commerce second.158
Political Economy: The Audience Commodity
Unlike the Schiller-McChesney approach, cultural industries scholars examine both the
production and consumption of mass culture. Most cultural industries scholars examine how
subjects within the structures make the economic decisions that affect subjects. However, a small
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group of scholars focus on how industries create surplus value from the audience and examine
the productive work audiences do for capitalists. Several theorists, including Dallas Smythe, Sut
Jhally, and Mark Andrejevic, place the audience as central to the system because they produce
value. Without the audience, no profit could be gained and therefore no reason would exist for
producing mass culture. Where these theorists differ is in their understanding of what role the
audience plays in producing value.
As if following Garnham’s suggestion, Dallas Smythe argues that to understand society,
theorists must look at people and commodities as interrelated. Mass media produces an audience
(as a commodity) to sell to corporate advertisers. The program draws an audience and creates a
receptive atmosphere and consumer oriented consciousness for the advertisements. Media
corporations thus profit from the audiences’ unpaid labor (watching a program with
commercials).159 Sut Jhally intervenes in Smythe’s work by clarifying that corporations sell the
audience’s potential power to buy, but can only actually sell the audience’s time; it is the
production of “watching time” (and, more specifically, statistical estimates of audience watching
time) which produces profit for advertising-supported media firms. Jhally states that advertisers
find programs that stress consumption and their target audience’s lifestyle. The meanings are
produced within closed systems; the search for large audiences of relatively affluent consumers
means that marginal or controversial content are likely to be abandoned. The quality of texts
matters little since media consumption becomes obligatory in late capitalism. 160 If studying a
text’s meanings, theorists must consider that time and feeling are important to producers and
advertisers.161
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For his part, Mark Andrejevic updates the political economic view of audiences within
interactive technology and the process of digital enclosure, where every online movement
become monitored and generates information about the subject, without permission. Instead of
selling an audience’s time, they sell information on subjects. They sell and use this digital
commodity, personal information, to corporations wanting to target audiences and adjust
products to a consumer’s liking or play into their fears. Interactivity is not radically democratic,
but limits citizens’ power to consumption. There can be no revolution or politics within the
current framework; citizens must restore democratic participation outside the enclosed system.162

Political Economy: Autonomous Marxism
Nick Dyer-Witherford takes a radically different approach to the above political
economist (except Miège) and the Frankfurt School’s view of capitalism’s expansion into social
space. Part of the recent wave of Autonomous Marxists,163 Dyer-Witherford sees more microspaces of contention, while the theorists above see more spaces of domination. Dyer-Witherford
discusses the creative and active subject, which struggles within, but also sustains and is
exploited by, global capitalism. Dyer-Witherford documents the numerable moments when
workers refuse subjugation and resist capitalism through collective action. To combat this,
capitalism re-divides, alters the mode of production, and constantly restructures society; they
extend class domination beyond the workplace and into the everyday. Thus extending the class
struggle into the “social factory,” the everyday spaces where labor and commodities are
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produced, reproduced, and consumed. Dyer-Witherford focused on how technology deskills,
geographically spreads, unemploys, and alienates workers. Concurrently, it provides workers
with intimate access to and knowledge of the “oppressive” tools and leisure time to gain
expertise. Workers can use their technological knowledge to expose capitalism, unite workers,
and possibly liberate themselves from labor.164 By focusing on the struggles within and
oppression from above, Dyer-Witherford produces an active, non-determined subject, who is
oppressed. Dyer-Witherford examination of culture ties together the strengths of both political
economy (capitalism as a fundament shaping force) and cultural studies (the examination of
lived-experience). The growing interest in Dyer-Witherford and other Autonomous Marxists
may be due to their innovative take on the structure/agency paradox. Yes, the most fundamental
social relationship is capital’s exploitation of labor’s capacity to create value and wealth, while
all the while diffusing class-consciousness and struggle. However, in the current moment capital
provides labor the technical tools and cultural knowledge that can be re-utilized to raise classconsciousness and aid in a struggle or a resistance against capital. For example, the internet
provides capital with a communication and monitoring system to link their global assembly line,
it also provides laborers a way to communicate and create a collective struggle.

Discourse on Space
The discussion of space has always existed within mass culture theory. The theories
referenced above can easily be, and often have been, applied to the study of urban space. For
example, Marx, Benjamin, and Kracauer were early commentators on capitalism’s impact on
space—either altering it to enhance productivity or to promote consumption. Henri Lefebvre and
David Harvey draw upon Marxism and critical theory to examine the geographical development
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of capitalism and subsequent inequalities, which result in the production of space suited to
capital’s needs. Their work began a long trajectory of other theorists, such as Neil Smith, Sharon
Zukin, and Don Mitchell, each of whom examine the production of space and its impact on
subjects within global, national, and local scales. The works of these geographers expand on the
theories produced by political economists. Differing in focus, cultural geographers such as
Doreen Massey and Peter Jackson draw on the work of Michel DeCerteau, the Birmingham
School, and feminist theorists to examine how subjects navigate and alter spaces that seek to
exclude them. Similar to the Birmingham School’s conception of the media, they see space as a
contested arena. The line between studies of mass culture and space intersect, compliment, and
challenge each other, as do studies focusing on structures or subjects. Neither should be thought
of as completely separate because they have and continue to influence each other.
In Production of Space, Henri Lefebvre writes that spaces reflect the mode of production
because space is a produced object used to distribute products and control subjects. This spatial
product is not read, but lived in, and thus fails to completely suppress the subject; as a result,
social space is a tensional process between individual movement and thought and imposed
structures and ideologies. Space’s usage depends on if individuals actively or passively move
through space; passive subjects are more likely to follow prescribed uses. Space’s use also
depends on how people perceive the space to be. Imaginary geography can cause a subject to
subordinate capitalists’ intended meaning for a space or other people’s use of the space. This
concept becomes important for geographers looking at perceptions of space.
Numerous contemporary theorists depend on Lefebvre’s theorization that certainly space
is produced with certain social ends in mind (i.e., accumulation or the exercise of state
authority), but, nonetheless, a subject’s perception of space and their and others’ actions can also
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shape how they experience and interpret space. For example, Wayne Myslik and Jon Binnie
discuss how gay men experience queer spaces as safer than other areas despite anti-GLBT laws
and violence that make those spaces hostile.165 David Bell, Daniel Woodhead, and Jerry Lee
Kramer discuss how GLBT public sex acts blur the line between private and public spaces and
create a sense of intimacy in spaces devoid of privacy. Through being rejected from public
spaces via laws and norms and private spaces due to a hostile family/roommates or the silencing
caused by “the closet,” GLBT people make public/private spaces outside of traditional intimate
spaces.166 Raymond Williams documents how capitalists and literature shape the ideas “nature,”
“rural,” 167 and “urban” to justify and perpetuate the degradation of nature and the people and
land of the rural.168 Similarly, Elizabeth Blackmar details how capitalist institutions manipulate
imaginary geography to destroy the idea of “the commons” as viable, causing the privatization of
all space to become the rational choice.169 Leo Marx’s The Machine in the Garden documents the
United States’s central contradiction between the pastoral (originally the rural) ideal and the
technological (city). The pastoral is a shifting spatial signifier, the middle-link and ideal US
space between the corrupting urban and the hideous rural; its slipperiness becomes a tool for
capitalists and governments to shift the pastorals’ meaning without altering its connotations
(virtuous and innocent) or culture. This allows for commercial exploitation of the rural and the
abandonment or reconstruction of the city170 under the guise of civilizing it into its ideal pastoral
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form. 171 These theorists demonstrate how both developers and subjects in space use imagined
space to impact the use of real space. By this I mean that developers and planners create the idea
and their intended use and meaning for a space and then attempt to implement them in the
physical construction. The material space exists with its encoded meanings, which impacts how
subjects use a space. However, some subjects come to a space with different intentions or
experiences within the space that alter their image of the space. In some cases, the subject’s
image of the space can overcome the structure’s intended imagined and material existence. This
ability does not negate the structure’s power; most subjects use a space for its intended purposes.
By looking at how perception alter space’s meaning, these theorists echo Lefebvre and show
how space’s production, use, and perception are intrinsically linked.
A major influence on later CCCS scholars (as discussed above), Michel de Certeau
theorizes that subjects navigate and use the bourgeois constructed world’s power structures in
order to “make do.”172 Interestingly, he makes no distinction between subjects’ use and
appropriation of space and media texts; he treats the use of space, as if one was reading a
book.173 In both cases, he dismisses the idea of passive subjects who simply absorb the world.
Instead subjects are like readers, picking and choosing what they focus on, interpreting beyond
author’s intent, and skipping pages. He writes against theories using only societal structures to
discuss what subjects do; these theories miss subjects’ maneuverability and actual practices.
However, subjects are not free to wholly reject the bourgeoisie world and create their own
system. Subjects within powerful institutions construct texts and spaces to create a proper way of
using texts and spaces; he labels these exertions of power “strategies.” Subjects using these texts
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and spaces have less power than those that created the texts and spaces, but are not powerless.
They use tactics to momentarily defer the proper use of the space and texts and instead use it to
advance their position or “make do.”174 His main point is that mass culture creates a fictional
reality, but does not completely capture or alter the consuming subject.175 Consumption is an
active moment where subjects’ interests, desires, and memories produce meanings from the
provided texts. Time in a space allows for occupation (creation of space) and a momentary
alteration of spaces and products. The temporal nature means alteration is fleeting. Subjects
cannot permanently change the social constructs. Interestingly, he proposes three states of being
(dying, laziness, and having un-programmed free time) as facilitating a disruption in the meaning
system; they refuse to engage within the structure and allow for moments of escape and
reflection.176
Both De Certeau and Lefebvre consider the subject as embedded within a constructed
system of meanings. However, they differ on their theorization of the subject. De Certeau’s
subject’s actions mean little; every action is gone as soon as it happens. No political project can
come from this if subjects are powerless to build upon or archive the actions they have
committed and meaning they have created. Lefebvre’s theory allows for subjects’ knowledge of
spaces to have a deeper resonance, while still being shaped and circumscribed by capitalist
imperatives. Subject navigate space based off their perception of that space, which is heavily
influence by the intended meaning, but compounded by the subjects desired use of the space and
his/her interaction with others in that space. The difference between the two is that De Certeau
models his subject after “readers,” while Lefebvre prefers a more performance-based “living in”
framework. The reader puts down the book and nothing has changed besides perhaps the reader’s
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position. The performer enters a space with a motivation and affects how others use this space
and imagine this space. The performer creates resonance, while the reader alters nothing.
Inspired by early geographers and their use of or similarities with cultural studies
(CCCS), Peter Jackson and Ian Chambers attempt to more purposefully bring the two traditions
together. Peter Jackson attempts to merge CCCS and geography theories by discussing culture
and power in a fashion that does not privilege production over consumption, as de Certeau
suggests. Jackson regards consumption not as an act of purchasing, but as the act of continually
using, appropriating, and transforming a product. Central to his argument is that subjects have
multiple identities, which influence and are expressed through consumption. This expression is
political. Space affects which and how identity is expressed. Identities and their corresponding
norms impact how a person produces meaning from a text; space and one’s place within it is
central to one’s identity formation. He argues that rarely in the spatial constitution of self
recognized; this is where geography can intervene in cultural studies.177 He argues for an
ethnographic approach to space and consumption as the only method that can fully address the
complexity of the audience. This model has the potential to radically transform geography out of
its monolithic theories by considering aesthetics, “ordinary people,” and subordinate subjects and
provide cultural studies with a better understanding of space or fall into the Fiske model of
cultural studies, where consumer sovereignty replaces citizenship, and the battle over meanings
is prioritized over structure change.178
Following the CCCS’s focus on active audience and Fiske’s misreading of de Certeau,
Iain Chambers theorizes subjects as situated within language and, like language, they are always
changing and fluid. Unstable subjects and language creates cities and therefore defies order or
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control. All subjects within cities are positioned as strangers and migrants, who destabilize
intended structures through their hybrid identities and always appropriate space. This instability
allows subjects to exist within and through spaces, but refashion them according to their own
needs, desires, predicament, and experiences. This alters, interrupts, and re-fabricates all that was
imposed, producing a theory of space that ignores power.179 For example, the Sony Walkman
allows subjects to move around the world while listening to music. This music is being placed in
situations and juxtaposed to other symbolic goods that the producers could never have intended.
This constant decontextualization allows subjects to create new symbolic meanings and impose
the music you identify with onto the outside world. As a subject listening to a Walkman travels
through space she refashions the world according to her identity and soundtrack.180
Similar to Lefebvre and cultural industries political economists, Sharon Zukin approaches
space as the primary embodiment of social, political, and economic forces. Zukin uses the term
“landscape” to represent the symbolic and social practices (alterations, preservations, and
destructions) existing between universalizing market forces and each space’s vernacular, the
material, social, and expressive uses of space by the powerless.181 The modernist market attempts
to reject and destroy particularities. Vernaculars become less distinct and closer to the market;
this reduces tension and gives the market more control over space and culture. Zukin
demonstrates that shifts in the market, from focusing on production to consumption, impact
landscapes.182 Zukin never doubts the market’s power to shape landscape, in fact she
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demonstrates it with her analysis of how national trends of de-industrialization combined with
the de-centralization of corporate headquarters dramatically reshaped Westchester County, NY
from a small industrial town into a place of consumption.183 However, she does not deny
subjects’ (vernacular) power to reject aspects of the market, cause business failures, or fight for
access to their own culture or markets.184 For example, in her latest work, she examines how
community gardeners reclaim their neighborhoods from abject poverty by taking on the
government’s role and using political channels, ethical claims, and mass media to maintain their
right to use the land they have occupied for years. Her examination shows how neighborhood
members actively alter the neighborhood and challenge and are sometimes complicit in
government and corporate powers looking to develop areas. Her theory is an interesting
juxtaposition to Jane Jacobs, who sees neighborhood authenticity as static; Zukin sees that use of
authenticity as attempting to exclude those who do not fit the ethnic, class, racial, or norms of the
“traditional” population, which, of course, views itself as “authentic.” In other words, instead of
a conceiving authenticity as static condition that is achieved and then (inevitably) lost, Zukin
views authenticity as a rhetorical claim advanced by particular individuals and groups to achieve
particular social and political ends..185
Asaf Bayat’s theorization of citizenship via Third World cities’ marginalized subaltern
within a neo-liberal economy replicates a Lefebvre/Zukin subject, a subject who negotiates their
life through conditions outside their control. Bayat dismisses the post-structuralist idea of
resistance being everywhere (something De Certeau suggests). This, he argues, obscures state
and economic domination. Also, he dismisses the passive citizen model, that CCCS scholars also
production. This leads him to inaccurately describing consumers’ power and replicate the mistakes made by Fiske,
Chambers, and Willis..
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oppose, as too simplistic. Instead, [in his analysis of…] he provides the term “quiet
encroachment,” to describe the slow moving, non-collective actions by individuals who obtain
necessities by tapping into dominant institutional resources, such as space, water, and electricity.
Once they have taken these vital resources, they defend them collectively.186 They challenge
authority, while still being subjugated to that authority. Bayat sounds almost like he replicates De
Certeau’s theory of tactics and strategies. However, Bayat’s subject can possess and defend what
is gained through his or her tactics, while De Certeau only allows tactics to be fleeting, possessed
one second, gone the next. His balanced model is more similar to Lefebvre’s, but discusses
citizens as actively shaping physical space, instead of altering only imaginary geography.

Strategies of Capital through Space
David Harvey breaks from this model of examining the “room for maneuver” of subjects
within a capitalist produced space and instead focuses almost solely on how capitalists shape
space to reproduce labor and the necessary social conditions to exploit labor, nature, and gain
access to new markets.187 Like Marx, Harvey discusses a dialectical theory of space, but only
explains shifting structures and their ability to shape and use space. He uses a dialectical theory
to refute the idea that Marx or he are economic determinist;188 the state and other scales of
governments developed capitalism, sustained it by organizing space, creating laws that reinforce
capitalism’s needed conditions, and unifying the proletariat under capitalistic nationalism. He
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gestures that citizens affect space’s production, but spends little time on them because capitalists
control significantly more power.189
The government’s power in this process diminishes when the cost to relocate and ship
commodities lowers; capital can flee quickly to regions where labor is cheap and regulations are
lax, thus devastating economies.190 The enhanced mobility of capital led to a new model of local
and regional governance, “the entrepreneurial city,” where the government courts capital by
creating public-private partnerships, tax incentives, and policies that promote the flexibility of
labor; in doing so, they hoped to create jobs, a larger tax base, and expand consumer demand.
The fruits of these policies, Harvey argues, are typically disappointing. Capitalists usually create
few jobs, do not invest in the community, build poor infrastructures, and demand more taxbreaks and public-investment to stay; they harm rather than help local economies and
governments.191 Subsequent researchers have discussed this pattern on the state and city scale,
reinforcing Harvey’s claims that the entrepreneurial government model fails.192 The ease of
moving causes some cities to create global advertising campaigns selling their city’s image,
while escalating gentrification to attract middle-class consumers and residents. Harvey details
how states and corporations create and emphasize local distinctions within the increasingly
homogenous world to differentiate the city’s image.193 Harvey breaks from his static discussion
of structures when he discusses the advertising of local distinctions and discusses processes as if
189
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people existed within them. When he recognizes subjects within structures, he notes how the
created distinctions can become a rallying point for subjects resisting capitalist intrusion.194
Harvey’s examination of space usually fails to provide actual accounts of the subject.
When he does discuss subjects, he states that their agency is everywhere because the social
constitution of space intertwines with power, personal memory, institutions, and material
practices. The body is the space of contention, which must be considered when discussing all
scales.195 To explore this, he relies on a generic dialectic theory, theorizing that the body is never
complete, but relational, just like everything else. While this sounds vaguely like Lefebvre, it
reads empty due to the lack of time and effort he devotes toward theorizing bodies. Additionally,
he ignores the complexity of bodies by only reading bodies as classed – yet another example of
the most common critique of Harvey’s work, that he foregrounds class above all other social
divisions and forms of social power. Nevertheless, he concludes that the ability to think of new
possibilities beyond capitalism lies within the body. These bodies must secure space to create an
alternative future.196 He never goes beyond this description and so this gesture, like all his
gestures towards subjectivity, falls flat. The error here is that subjects’ lives outside of a
prescribed class position is always theoretical; actual life is never depicted because the lives of
subjects are more complicated than “subjects of capitalism.” This is different than other theorists,
such as Zukin and Lefebvre, who demonstrate how subjects’ conditions are set by capitalism,
however determined, resistant, or marginalized subjects can sometime appropriate or take
possession of space. They show how subjects can and have, despite the difficulty, actually
struggled against companies, developers, and the state.
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Following Harvey and Lefebvre, Neil Smith discusses how capitalism produces space to
sustain and perpetuate itself. Smith shows how a universal process of uneven development drives
the particular within capitalism. However, examining the particular alone can hide the larger
processes occurring. Uneven development is how capitalism conceives and produces space; it
partially including some spaces, while fully determining other spaces. By combining Marxism
with the geographical tradition, an explicitly historical and political, instead of natural, account
of how capitalists produce space, nature, and scales of space in its own image develops, while
pushing space into a central element needed to understand capitalism’s power. Capitalism not
only invests in spaces, but also moves these investments abandoning and altering that space. This
pattern is historical and is the premise for all future developments; the pattern is broken in
moments of crisis. Within crisis uneven development widens. It is also when there is potential
for change ushered in by the working class. Smith writes that he is not an economic determinist;
however capitalism has been the most powerful force since 1945. To study something else would
be epiphenomenal.197
Similar to Smith and Harvey, John R. Logan and Harvey L. Molotch theorize the struggle
for urban space in economic terms, as the contention between property’s use and exchange value.
Entrepreneurs, realtors, government, and corporations view property as a means to gain more
capital. Their activities within a neighborhood are solely to increase the exchange value of their
property. Growth and the elevation of exchange values disproportionately impact populations,
usually benefiting the wealthy and isolating or destroying poorer neighborhoods. Where Logan
and Molotch differ from Smith and Harvey (and more resemble Lefebvre and Williams) is in
their discussion of use value. Renters, community members, and some home owners are
interested in the quality of their life within their spaces, the use value. For example, people
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interested in use value more than exchange value would be interested in keeping local bars open
because they create a more friendly, entertaining, and walk-able neighborhood. Additionally, an
open business means people are on the street providing informal security. Those interested in
exchange value might contest the existence of local bars because they drive down their property
values. Logan and Molotch argue that all space is a result of the unequal struggle between local
finance and real estate capital and less powerful community members. In congruence with their
political economic approach, Logan and Molotch demonstrate how community members could
use a “politics of everyday life,” rather than the more obscure politics of consumption to combat
capitalist forces. This politics consists of meaning making, lobbying governance, and accessing
the public sphere. This places their theory within both CCCS and political economy
trajectories.198
In his earlier work, Edward Soja warns against postmodern concepts of space, with its
overactive, always-productive citizens. This space forgets power and reduces politics to
insignificance. He begins his work much like Harvey and Smith, by studying only the classed
subject and capitalism’s power to create an uneven geography suited to its own needs.199 At the
same time, he gestures that geography must be understood through examining how the subject’s
body is positioned and produced within temporal and spatial processes. While Soja’s theoretical
discussions only gesture to non-classed subjectivities, his account of Los Angeles provides
slightly more detail into how racial and gender differences affect the way space forms and
impacts subjects.
When discussing Los Angeles, he examines how people are positioned and navigate
geography not just through classed identities but through racial and gender norms. For example,
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the influx of wealthy Northerners to Los Angeles in the last two decades of the nineteenth
century radically transformed the city’s geography to fit the needs of incoming middle-class
white protestants. This pushed lower-classed individuals to the outskirts of the city. However,
class was not the only positioning identity; Chinese inhabitants in the downtown area were
harassed and murdered by white protestant citizens and police officers. Legislation soon joined
in on the “anti-Orientalist” sentiment and created restrictions for Chinese business owners,
effectively destroying Los Angeles’ Chinatown.200
In short, like Lefebvre, he examines cities as historical, social, and spatial processes; the
events of the nineteenth century are part of contemporary Los Angeles, but do not define it. The
definition of a city is momentary and always shifting. Soja’s work moves beyond examining the
intentionally built forms within the city (such as the moving in of WASP real-estate developers)
and examines micro- (citizens murdering Chinese business-owners) and macro- (US federal antiChinese immigration laws) scales and real and imagined spaces without privileging one over the
other. He argues that subjects experience Lefebvre’s real and imagined spaces simultaneously;
he calls this space the “lived-in” or third space perspective. This position allows him to theorize
how the material and cultural conditions of a space impact and shape a subject.201
The shift in Soja’s thought marks a larger shift within geography away from universalist
accounts of space that Harvey and Smith propose to a more specific and particular view of space.
This intervention does not dismiss the larger economic forces of the global market place. Instead,
these theorists see how global processes come from particular or local spaces of power and affect
various countries, cities, towns, and villages wildly different. The difference stems from power
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not exerted equally upon all places, connectedness to the global differentiates, and local culture
and power alter the impact of global processes.
Doreen Massey is key theorist in the examination of how particular spaces to intervene in
dominant views of space and time. She, like Harvey, Soja, Lefebvre, and De Certeau, writes that
space is dynamic process and defined in relational terms. However, she argues that Harvey never
actually examines the local, creating a theory of space that always favors and explains it as
determined by capital. Massey sees local existence in relation to the national, international, and
capitalism, not determining, but implicating each other.202 She writes that all spaces are relational
and porous within and between scales. For example, Margaret Thatcher’s economic plans
dramatically altered the landscape of British employment, however this alone is not responsible
for the dramatic loss of skilled labor jobs. Long-term shifts within global capitalist structures and
the breaking down of regional companies, which created a connection between the workplace
and community, were already undermining the working class.203 It is the intersection of all these
global and local movements and occurrences that lead to the particular manner in which Britain
has been de-industrialized. By looking at particularities, she rejects the notion that local actors
can effectively create jobs by providing tax and monetary incentives because the local and global
shifts have dramatically changed the terrain.204 The location of management, financial markets,
and factories within a nation and the world reveals the geography of power and oppression.205 By
looking at particulars, Massey provides an account of multiple scales, a myriad of identities, and
other factors, such as technology, to impact each other causing restricted or freer movement
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through space.206 She sees this as countering Harvey, who ignores the local and all identities,
besides class, but falsely includes them into his call for a universal (masculine) politics at a
global scale.207
Nancy Duncan, Gill Valentine, Lawrence Knopp, Lydia Johnston, Alison Murray, and
Linda McDowell also reject Harvey’s universal politics; the universal forces alternatives to
conform or remain hidden.208 They discuss how the heteronormative public/private divide
regulates gender and sexuality through informal policing and threats of violence causing
different spatial experiences. 209 Gillian Rose and Linda McDowell repeat these sentiments and
challenge David Harvey and Henri Lefebvre’s split between real and imaginary spaces.210 Rose
and McDowell declare that imaginary spaces are very real to women, who feel excluded or
marked through coding and others’ actions.211 Rose dismisses the universal subject by reminding
us that although space excludes, it is not monolithic; women experience space differently and
can take a masculine position. She thinks of space and theorists knowledge of space as inherently
unstable, partially due to the inherent instability of the subject. To claim to know space is to reify
the rational masculine subject that Habermas sets forth as an ideal. Instead, feminists are more
likely, in Rose’s opinion, to show the city as being experienced in radical heterogeneous
terms.212 For instance, Sally Munt uses personal experience within a local context to show how
particular spaces foster lesbian flaneurs, who can capture masculine public existence and gain
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social mobility, which is key to accessing sexual alternatives.213 By examining particular
subjectivities within society, these theorists refute the universal subjectivity regularly used by
theorists only examining structures214 and provide a more situation-based subject, who can
challenge and reshape the cultural landscape, but at risk; despite this agency, the public sphere is
still a site of class, gender, and racial privilege.
In For Space, Massey describes space as uneven and temporally co-implicated.
Globalization is a local event, created in particular spaces. Different places have uneven
experiences and play different roles (or no have no role or experience) within the process.215 If
globalization were unilateral then time would be determined and closed for marginalized spaces.
For example, if globalization is universal then Malta would eventually experience the same
economic process that the United States is currently experiencing and not experience
globalization based on its own particularities.216 Instead people, nature, and structures alter and
are altered by time and space; “You are not just travelling through space or across it, you are
altering it a little. Space and place emerge through active material practices. Moreover, this
movement of yours is not just spatial, it is also temporal.”217 Space must not be thought of as
dead or static; it contains surprises, multiple uses, and continually changes depending on a and
other subject’s memories and uses and construction of that space, as well as the alteration of
space by things beyond a subject’s control (i.e. climate, weather, animal use of space, and so on).
Space is instead an event and no creative force behind that event is stable because nature, people,
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and social institution are always in flux.218 This negates a universal experience of space.
Experiencing space and time is an unavoidable negotiation of “throwntogetherness” where
nothing is static. She refutes de Certeau’s idea that people use time to momentarily liberate
space. Instead people impact and are impacted by the multiple layers of space, time, other
humans, and nonhumans. While seemingly messy, Massey’s For Space represents an
extraordinary balance between studying structures and subjects.219
Don Mitchell’s The Right to the City captures Doreen Massey’s concept that space’s
creation is through a “throwntogetherness” of numerous elements; he complicates the individualcapitalist binary to show how different structures (the university, government, capitalists, and
military) and people (businesses, citizens, college students, homeless) have different symbolic,
need-based, and economic motivations for the control and use of spaces. He examines subjects
within structures allowing a depiction of systems that does not work independently of people and
that the people are invested in the ideals and future prosperity of their institution, not simply
anonymous capitalists. The complexity of space is best shown through Mitchell’s example of the
fight for public space at University of California-Berkeley. Throughout the book Mitchell
chooses very small cases to discuss the battle for public space because, while the fight for free
space is national, it is played out in the local. In Berkeley, People’s Park was created by student
occupation (vs. Reagan) in the late 1960s and was left alone for years. Then in the 1990s, the
university and the city decided to redevelop the park in ways that would discourage the homeless
from “camping” on the grounds. This set up a struggle between University administration and
the local government against college students, homeless and non-homeless citizens, and activists
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from the 1960s over the park and notions of who is a citizen, and who should be included in a
definition of the ‘legit’ public.220 Mitchell’s example shows how space develops through the
collision of the multiple uses, conceptions of how a space should be used, and who has the right
to define its use. This struggle happens at a local level but is affected by regional and national
institutions and subjects within and without institutions. He more solidly demonstrates space as
an event of actors at all levels colliding at a particular locale.
This dialogue between structural (David Harvey and Neil Smith) and more dynamic
(Doreen Massey and Don Mitchell) approaches to space is a central tension in the field of works
detailing and theorizing the processes of gentrification. For his part, Richard Lloyd’s
examination of Chicago’s Wicker Park neighborhood offers an analysis of the entrepreneurial
governance model detailed by Harvey while focusing, as Massey would encourage, on the
distinctiveness of local spaces. Through this he examines how city governments, local
businesses, and landowners use artists as gentrifying agents, and how local and national media
firms exploit the intensive (but intrinsically rewarding and identity-reassuring) labor performed
by local artists. The structures that profit never economically support artists. Instead, artists bear
the burden of reproducing and creating products, which produces cultural capital for the
neighborhood. This provides a vast, self-training, and eager-to-be exploited reserve labor pool.
For income, artists work as cheap laborers in services catering to middle-class gentrifiers and
tourists. The labeling of an area as artistic raises its value and rent prices,221 eventually forcing
artists to relocate out of the neighbors they created and sustained.222 Lloyd’s examination of both
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structures and subjects provides insight into how artists, needing money, enter into a cultural
process that ends up expelling them.223
As Harvey discusses, gentrifying agents use vernacular, which was originally erased, to
create a distinct and consumable image of an area, via historical preservation or theming, and
additionally turn public spaces into spaces of consumption. These new spaces of consumption
are sometimes managed by Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), which blur the
public/private distinction. BIDs are non-profit organizations, which have been authorized by
state law to collect fees (i.e., taxes) from property owners within a particular district. These
revenues are then devoted to services for the district, including trash removal and security. These
coalitions shape the use of public land and allow the privatization of public authority (i.e, the
governance of public space). This new perspective on space places the property owner as the
ideal governor and consumer as the ideal citizens;224 these studies, while mostly examining
structures, provide the groundwork needed to see how BIDs impact various subjects
differently.225 By examining the plight of subjects, particularly homeless people and children,
within the city’s new BIDs structure, incite is gained into how privately owned, regulated, and
policed public spaces exclude some and regulate everyone else into a certain mode of being,
while destroying truly public space and institutions.226
Jane Jacobs, over fifty years earlier, detailed city planners, capitalists, and local
governments’ destruction of urban space through monotonous and sterile designs, creating
ineffectual parks, and turning sidewalks into unusable spaces. Their policies push people into
223
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private spaces empty sidewalks causing street culture to vanish, crime to rise, and local
businesses to fail. Street culture makes streets safe for strangers to coexist by establishing a
voluntary network of known strangers, who act as surveillance, norm enforcers, and a sense of
security.227 While very idealistic, she provides an assessment of multiple structures and their
various impacts on subjects. Jacobs’s argument dismisses gentrifiers’ claims that diverse cities
and poor neighborhoods are inherently unsafe. William Whyte documents street life similarly to
Jacobs and theorizes the city as a space similarly to de Certeau. Where he differs from both is
that he blurs the boundaries between the typical “good” powerless and “bad” power.228 He
reminds us that CEOs, police officers, agents of the state, gentrifiers, and security guards can
facilitate the city’s dynamic nature. For example, security guards and police officers can be
lenient and not enforce street or location-based codes; they do this because they are friendly with
the vendors, entertainers, teenagers, and homeless who occupy these spaces. This creates an
environment filled with people mutually respecting each other. While sounding utopian (and
therefore fantastical), he provides the anecdote of having only four moveable objects stolen from
a well-used plaza in twenty years. Whyte never forgets that power figures, such as the city
government and businesses, still do attempt to control and hinder street culture. Like Jacobs,
Whyte pushes for a vibrant and livable city, instead of an overly controlled, safe, but still dead,
space.229
Through focusing on the particular experiences of gay men in the gentrification process,
Manuel Castells and Lawrence Knopp create a dialogue around whether a subject’s marginalized
identity positions them differently within a capitalist institution. Manuel Castells moves far from
Harvey’s assertion on gentrification, abandoning political economy, and instead describing the
227
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development of gay and lesbian neighborhoods only at the level of sexual identity. This limited
scope allows him to describe this community as marginalized refugees, who sacrifice personal
wealth and safety to revitalize and populate inner cities, which were abandoned by the working
class. Because of his narrow scope, gentrification becomes a cultural expression and survival
strategy.230 Lawrence Knopp does not deny urban spaces as vital to gay and lesbian cultural,
social, and political strives, but wishes to complicate Castells’ heroic narrative by using a
political economic and ethnographic methodology. Knopp implicates class, race, and gender
stratification, social institutions, capital, and geography into the gentrification process.231 He
explains the gentrification of New Orleans’s Marigny neighborhood as white collar, gay, white
men using money to establish a community, 232 which did not serve the advancement of the
larger GLBT community, but instead increased property value and neighboring properties’
exchange value.233 This created a privileged classed and gendered gay space.234 By examining
the city’s structures and subject’s experiences, Knopp complicates Harvey’s determined model
and dismisses Castells overtly resistance narrative. He explains that multiple struggles for limited
resources occur within a city and these gay men used what power they had. Several theorists of
gentrification, like Knopp, move away from Harvey’s structural model, instead combining
political economy and cultural studies.
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Knopp’s theorization places the subject as an active agent in structural and systemic
process of gentrification and not simply as a victim. Using a methodology similar to Knopp,
Timothy A. Gibson and John Hannigan make similar movements by showing how subjects are
not all position similarly to the system. Some subject benefit and therefore actively participate in
the gentrification process, while others, either for economic or symbolic reason, actively oppose
or resist attempts to gentrify areas. Gibson and Hannigan demonstrate how governments and
capitalists’ marketing strategies attempt to lure the middle-class back into the city to patronize
gentrified areas or become gentrifies.235 Through ethnographic methods, the target demographic
was shown as receptive and willingly participating in gentrification (not naively) or rejecting the
strategy based off memories of the area before gentrification. The two studies read together show
subjects as unpredictable agents in the gentrification process.
Lynn Staeheli and Don Mitchell theorize how BIDs complicate the private/public
dichotomy by denying some subjects access to public space, which denies them access to
claiming publicness and speaking as the public. Access to the public is bound to propertyownership and the relationship between property-owners to other owners and subjects. These
relations can change the meanings and uses of space through powers of exclusion and inclusion.
While these structures matter, Staeheli and Mitchell examine how excluded subjects defy and
challenge their exclusion by transgressing norms, regulations, and “civility.” They reclaim and
occupy spaces, gaining access to the public and publicity. They contest the norm by being
visible; immigrants, queers, homeless, and racial minorities disrupt the dominant idea of the
public. By occupying space, they bring awareness to their existence, which creates the possibility
for inclusion, which would alter the image of the citizen and impact democracy.236 The strength
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of Staeheli and Mitchell’s work is their demonstration of how structures matter, but how subjects
can challenge ownership and private property. The boundary is never solid. The public can
contest property by using it; privately owned public spaces can become the people’s property.237
Similarly Susan Ruddick’s empirical study of homeless youth in Hollywood details how
structures marginalize subjects in and through space, how subjects create identities in and
through space, and demonstrates the material power of symbolism. Historically, cities push the
homeless into concentrated areas and expel them from wealthier or gentrifying neighborhoods.
By marginalizing them to the worst neighborhoods, they make the homeless more marginal. The
homeless did not all accept the isolation; young homeless people constructed a social identity
and used space in a way that confronted their stigmatized identities. In a clever move, homeless
people occupied a public park with a candlelight vigil, showing them as concerned citizens who
have the right to occupy a space, challenging their usual depiction. They made material gains
though tactics; they shifted services to Hollywood, occupied underutilized spaces to make homes
and communities, and created social networks. Their negotiation of spaces impacts the imagined
geography of space; it reveals class stratification and the fragmented use of space. The structures
and subjects are always dialectical, responding and negotiating. More similar to Jenkins’s than
de Certeau’s theory of tactics, Ruddick shows how tactics can accumulate and allows for
change.238 Similarly, Elizabeth Grosz destroys the causal binary between city and subject’s
bodies by showing how subjects physically and mentally create space and how space transforms
them in the process; subjects are interfaced with spaces. Grosz dismisses the production and
consumption divide.239
Conclusion
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This is not a progress narrative. Some political economists, geographers, and cultural
theorists continue to replicate the worst characteristics of their disciplines and have become
stereotypes of disciplinary boundaries. However, there are those that reach beyond their
disciplinary comforts to account for culture in a more productive, non-reductionist, noncelebratory fashion that neither holds structures or subjects as more important than the other;
structures and subjects must be seen as implicated in each other. Capitalist structures possess
excessive power, but power is fractured and ideology is never complete and always
contradictory. The subject is heavily positioned (and never complete), but actively lives their
subordination or transgresses within structures. Both structures and subjects make and use space;
it is through space that people become positioned and it is thought constructing an alternative
way of being that subjects can alter symbolic and physical space. The subject’s activity must be
moved beyond consumer sovereignty; this leads to further subjugation or maneuverings within a
closed system. Instead of theorizing active audiences, the limitations and possibilities of
alternatives must be examined, while remembering power structures. In the words of Raymond
Williams, “to be truly radical is to make hope possible, rather than despair convincing.”240
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